
Although at present the device is in Eastern
Europe, American military researchers maintain
in an amplified state it could exert an effect The Paulita Generator:
that would be impossible to defend against.

INCREDIBLE WEAPON
OF THE FUTURE

BY EDITH K. ROOSEVELT

WASHINGTON - U.S. intelli- significant," La Mothe and Maire
gence officials are studying the
development in Czechoslovakia of

go on to say,"' is the fact that

"psychotronic generators, " small
Soviet and Czech scientists are

devices said to be capable of
pursuing an interrelated, unified

drawing biological energy from
approach to determining the

humans and storing it for future
ergy sources and interactions
underlying psychokinesis, or the

use. ability to influence animate or
When charged with human inanimate objects at distance,

energy, the generations can do without physical contact, through
me of the things that psychic means of uncontrolled or con-

subjects can do and, according to
its inventor Robert Pavlita, even

trolled biological energy fields.
Details about the construction

can be charged by individuals of the Pavlita generators are
possessing no psychic energy.

description of the Pavlita
closely guarded secret but report-
edly the devices are fabricated

generators is part of an ongoing from various metals, such as
study by the U.S. Army Medical steel, bronze, copper, iron and
Intelligence and Information A-
gency in the Surgeon General's

gold. Their effects are result of
their form (one of the drewings of

Office on the military implications a psychotronic generator repro-
of psychic research behind the
Iron Curtain.

duced in the Pentagon document

The Army study entitled "Sovi-
resembles a modernistic globe-

et and Czechoslovakian Parapsy-
type table lamp with a thick stem).
**Pavlita generators can be

chology Research," written by charged by direct contact (e.g.
Maj. J.D. LaMothe, JSC and rubbing or touching to the tempo-
Louis E. Maire III, states:

*Robert Pavlita's generators…
ral region of the head) or by

could be (and possibly are now)
visually directing mental concen-

used to train large numbers of
tration upon them from a dis- 8

Soviet and Czech citizens to
tance," according to the Army

develop, enhance and control
researchers.

their latent psychic abilities. Such
Although the nature of this

a cadre of trained, but anony-
energy still is not understood, its

mous individuals, could be used
effects have been reported by
Czech scientists. It can be reflect-

for any number of covert activi- ed, polarized and combined with
ties.
"Less spectacular, but more

other forms of energy. It creates
effects similar to magnetism,
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